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ABSTRACT
X-ray and γ-ray observations by the Swift satellite revealed that a fraction of tidal disruption events
(TDEs) have relativistic jets. Jetted TDEs have been considered as potential sources of very high-
energy cosmic-rays and neutrinos. In this work, using semi-analytical methods, we calculate neutrino
spectra of X-ray bright TDEs with powerful jets and dark TDEs with possible choked jets, respectively.
We estimate their neutrino fluxes and find that non-detection would give us an upper limit on the
baryon loading of the jet luminosity contained in cosmic-rays ξcr . 20−50 for Sw J1644+57. We show
that X-ray bright TDEs make a sub-dominant (. 5− 10%) contribution to IceCube’s diffuse neutrino
flux, and study possible contributions of X-ray dark TDEs given that particles are accelerated in
choked jets or disk-winds. We discuss future prospects for multi-messenger searches of the brightest
TDEs.
1. INTRODUCTION
Supermassive black holes (SMBHs) with masses &
105M can disrupt stars whose orbits pass within the
tidal disruption radius (see a review Komossa 2015,
and references therein). For a SMBH with MBH,6 =
106M disrupting a Sun-like star, this distance is rT ≈
1013 cmM
1/3
BH,6M
−1/3
 R. Roughly half the disrupted
stellar material becomes unbound from the SMBH, while
the remaining plasma circularizes to form an accretion
disk (Rees 1988; Phinney 1989; Evans & Kochanek 1989).
It has been argued that material from a tidal disruption
event (TDE) would accrete at a super-Eddington rate
M˙Edd ∼ 2×10−3M/yr (e.g., Strubbe & Quataert 2009;
Guillochon & Ramirez-Ruiz 2013; Stone et al. 2013; Dai
et al. 2015), and potentially launch a jet (e.g., through
the Blandford-Znajek mechanism) (e.g., De Colle et al.
2012; Krolik & Piran 2012; Tchekhovskoy et al. 2014;
Piran et al. 2015; McKinney et al. 2015).
Relativistic jets have been promising candidates of
high-energy particle accelerators, as commonly consid-
ered in the literature of gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) and
active galactic nuclei (AGN). The X-ray detections of jet-
ted TDEs (Burrows et al. 2011; Cenko et al. 2012; Brown
et al. 2015) have stimulated proposals of TDEs as poten-
tial ultrahigh-energy cosmic-ray (UHECR) accelerators
(Farrar & Gruzinov 2009; Farrar & Piran 2014) and high-
energy cosmic neutrino sources ¶ (Murase 2008; Murase
& Takami 2009; Wang et al. 2011). In particular, the
recent discovery of astrophysical neutrinos by IceCube
(IC) (Aartsen et al. 2013; IceCube Collaboration 2013)
gives us a good motivation to revisit various astrophysical
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¶ Murase (2008); Murase & Takami (2009) calculated the diffuse
neutrino intensity from TDEs, based on the giant flare scenario
suggested by Farrar & Gruzinov (2009).
transients, including TDEs, as multi-messenger sources.
The sources of the very high-energy neutrinos (VHE)
with energies Eν & 10 TeV are unknown. The arrival
directions and flavor composition of these neutrinos are
consistent with an isotropic diffuse flux of astrophysical
neutrinos of extragalactic origin (Aartsen et al. 2015a).
Sources such as GRBs (Waxman & Bahcall 1997) and
Blazars (Mannheim 1995) do not account for a signifi-
cant fraction of the observed diffuse neutrino flux (Ice-
Cube Collaboration et al. 2016a,c; Neronov et al. 2016).
Cosmic-ray reservoirs such as Starburst Galaxies (Loeb
& Waxman 2006; Thompson et al. 2006) and Galaxy
Clusters/Groups (Murase et al. 2008; Kotera et al. 2009)
are both neutrino and γ-ray bright, and can significantly
contribute to the diffuse flux (e.g., Murase et al. 2013;
Tamborra et al. 2014; Chakraborty & Izaguirre 2015;
Senno et al. 2015; Bartos & Marka 2015; Chang et al.
2015; Zandanel et al. 2015; Fang & Olinto 2016), but
only above 0.1 PeV energies because of stringent γ-ray
constraints (Murase & Waxman 2016).
Models of γ-ray “hidden” sources–which mask their γ-
ray emission at & 1 GeV energies–are not constrained by
Fermi-LAT or IC analyses (Murase et al. 2016). Such
sources include choked GRB jets (Murase & Ioka 2013;
Senno et al. 2016; Tamborra & Ando 2016), newborn
pulsars (Fang et al. 2016), white dwarf mergers (Xiao
et al. 2016a), and high-redshift galaxies ∗∗ (Xiao et al.
2016b). X-ray bright, jetted TDEs are an example of hid-
den sources, since high-energy γ-rays are significantly ab-
sorbed via two-photon annihilation (Burrows et al. 2011).
Alternatively, if an unbound material or optically-thick
wind forms a spherical circumnuclear envelope, it could
obscure or reprocess the non-thermal emission from a rel-
ativistic jet (i.e., a choked-jet TDE), making such events
potential “hidden” neutrino sources (Wang & Liu 2016).
In this work, we revisit high-energy neutrino produc-
tion in TDE jets. We calculate neutrino fluxes from both
X-ray bright successful TDE jets and possible choked
TDE jets that could occur if the jets are not powerful
∗∗ Note that the γ-ray cutoff energy due to the extragalactic
background cannot be lower than ∼ 10 GeV (Ackermann et al.
2012; Costamante 2013; Khaire & Srianand 2015).
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2enough. For Sw J1644+57 (hereafter Sw 1644), we also
use IC data for upgoing muon neutrino events to search
for coincidences between neutrino detection and the three
jetted TDE candidates seen by Swift-BAT in 2011(Aart-
sen et al. 2015b). While the right ascension and arrival
time is not given for these neutrinos, we place meaning-
ful limits on the baryonic loading factor of jetted TDEs.
Then, we evaluate diffuse neutrino intensities of jetted
TDEs and discuss the present constraints.
2. X-RAY BRIGHT TDES WITH SUCCESSFUL
JETS
We first consider jetted TDEs that have non-thermal
X-ray spectra (0.3 . Eγ . 150 keV) to determine the
seed photon density for pγ interactions. Only Sw 1644
was observed early enough by Swift XRT to fit an SED
(Burrows et al. 2011), although two jetted TDE candi-
dates Sw J1112-82 (Brown et al. 2015) and Sw J2058+05
(Cenko et al. 2012) show similar peak X-ray luminosities.
We use a log-parabolic fit to the SED of Sw 1644 (Bur-
rows et al. 2011), which is given by
ε2nε = A(ε/εpk)
0.5−0.25aˆ log(ε/εpk), (1)
where Epk = 200 keV , aˆ, and A are fitting param-
eters (see Fig. 1). The peak energy corresponds to
εpk = 20 keV in the jet plasma comoving frame for
Lorentz factor Γ = 10. If the non-thermal X-rays are
produced by synchrotron emission from leptons in the
jet, the template from Sw 1644 can be adapted to fit
jetted TDEs of different luminosities. The luminosity
changes with time and the maximum luminosity reaches
Lmax ≡ εLpkε ∼ 1048 erg s−1, which lasts for 3 days
(implying a duration of tdur ∼ 2 × 105 s in the cos-
mic rest frame). However, it decreases after the peak,
and the median luminosity in the 0.3-10 keV band is
L[0.3,10 keV] = 8.5×1046 erg s−1, considering the emission
with duration of tdur ∼ 106 s. The corresponding bolo-
metric luminosity is Lγ = 5.7× 1047 erg s−1, and we use
the bolometric radiation energy of Lγtdur = 5.7×1053 erg
at Lγ = 1047 erg s−1, which is relatively conservative
for Sw 1644. As we see below, the meson production
efficiency (fpγ) is proportional to Lγ so neutrino pro-
duction is expected to be dominated by the high state
that lasts during thigh. Thus, for estimates of neutrino
fluences, we will use Lpk[0.3,10 keV] = 10
48 erg s−1 corre-
sponding to Lγ,pk ' 12Lγ . In a relativistic jet the turbu-
lent magnetic field energy is parametrized as B2/(8pi) =
ξBLγ,pk/(4pir
2Γ2c) during the high state, and for TDEs
with different luminosities, the peak synchrotron flux
goes as εF pkε ∝ Lγ,pk and εpk ∝ B ∝ L1/2γ,pkr−1em , where
rem is the internal dissipation radius.
The locations of the non-thermal emission from both
Sw J1644 and 2058 are believed to be close to the jet base
since both show variability with δt ∼ 102 s. Assuming
– was inferred for Sw 1644 Burrows et al. (2011) – that
TDE jets are modestly relativistic (Γ ∼ 10), the emission
radius is estimated to be rem ∼ 3× 1014 cm Γ21δt2 which
corresponds to a few hundred Schwarzschild radii from
the SMBH (Bloom et al. 2011) ††. We assume Γ and δt
†† See however Kara et al. (2016) who argued that the soft X-
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Fig. 1.— The non-thermal SED of Sw 1644 as a function of
the comoving energy ε in the high (solid) and median (dash-dot)
luminosity states. One see that there is a peak around 10 keV,
corresponding to Epk = 200 keV.
– and therefore the internal dissipation radius rem – are
similar for jetted TDEs of all luminosities. This location
of the emission region is consistent with the observation
of fast X-ray variability while optical emission may be
produced by the jet’s forward shock at a distance of ∼
1015 cm from the SMBH (e.g., Pasham et al. 2015). As we
will show below, X-ray bright jetted TDEs are likely to
have successful jets with isotropic equivalent luminosity
L & 1044.5 erg/s.
3. X-RAY DARK TDES WITH CHOKED JETS?
3.1. Jet Propagation
It has been generally assumed that TDE jets are pow-
ered by the Blandford-Znajek process. However, not all
TDEs may have visible jets. The observed rate of X-
ray bright jetted TDEs is ρ0,X−TDE ∼ 0.03 Gpc−3 yr−1,
which is much smaller than the total TDE rate at z = 0,
R0,all−TDE ∼ 103−105 Gpc−3 yr−1 (see Kochanek 2016,
and references therein). This may simply come from the
fact that only a fraction of the TDEs may have jets. But,
an alternative possibility is that jetted TDEs are more
common but many of them are stuck in the TDE ma-
terial (Wang & Liu 2016). It has been speculated that
SMBHs could have a thick circumnuclear material of size
rout ∼ 3 × 1015 cm produced by the breakup of the star
(Loeb & Ulmer 1997; De Colle et al. 2012). Since the vis-
ible TDE emission radius is inside of the circumnuclear
envelope, the non-thermal emission will only be visible
if the jet breaks out. In this scenario, the SMBH is sur-
rounded by an optically thick material formed from the
disrupted stellar material that is not bound in an accre-
tion disk (∼ 0.5M∗). This envelope material may have a
wind density distribution with %env ∝ r−2, in which the
material is dominated by disk-driven winds. We consider
a density profile proposed by Loeb & Ulmer (1997) and
De Colle et al. (2012),
%env(R) =
fTDEM∗
4pi ln(rout/rin)r3
≡ %inr3inr−3 (2)
ray emission may come from the accretion disk and produced ∼ 10
Schwarzschild radii from the SMBH.
3where the envelope may be defined by inner and outer
radii rin ∼ rT ∼ 3× 1013 cm and rout ∼ 3× 1015 cm and
%in = 6.4×10−10 g cm−3. Correspondingly, the radiation
temperature is assumed to be
Tenv = 10
6 K
(
r
rin
)−1
. (3)
The envelope material changes the dynamics of the
jet launched by the SMBH, in a way that is similar to
the star/jet interaction in a long GRB in the collapsar
scenario (Bromberg et al. 2011; Mizuta & Ioka 2013).
Specifically, the dimensionless velocity of the jet head
can be related to the isotropic equivalent jet kinetic lu-
minosity L and the density of the envelope (Bromberg
et al. 2011) where
L˜ ≈ L
4pir2%envc3
.
When L˜ θ−4/3j – as it is for the case of choked jet TDEs
– collimation shocks are formed and they change the jet’s
initially conical shape to a cylindrical one. The position
of the jet head approximates the forward position of the
collimated jet, which is given by (Mizuta & Ioka 2013)
rh ≈ 2.5× 1015 cm t3/2eng,6L1/244 %−1/2in r−3/2in,13.5θ−1j,−1, (4)
assuming that the jet is powered by the accretion disk
for a time teng ∼ 106M1/2BH,6 s, corresponding to the pe-
riod of the most tightly bound material in the accretion
disk (Krolik & Piran 2012). Using the assumed value for
teng and the relationship above for the position of the jet
head, we find that only weak jets with luminosity
L . 2× 1044 erg/s t−3eng,6%inr3in,13.5r2out,15.5θ2j,−1, (5)
can be choked by the envelope (i.e., rh(teng) . rout). As-
suming the fraction of jet luminosity converted to pho-
tons γ ' 0.2 is the same for all jets, we extrapolate
the luminosity function of Sun et al. (2015) to estimate
the number of jetted “hidden” jetted TDEs which occur
with jet luminosities L . 1044.5 erg/s. Note that the ex-
istence of jets with Lj ≈ (θ2j/2)L . 1042 θ2j,−1 erg s−1
(that is a sub-Eddington luminosity) is not guaranteed,
and numerical simulations have not found such weak jets
in the current setup (Tchekhovskoy et al. 2014; McKin-
ney et al. 2015). If the cocoon pressure is assumed to
be constant, the collimation shock radius can be as large
as rcs ∼ rh. However, as indicated in Mizuta & Ioka
(2013), a pressure gradient exists in more realistic situa-
tions (especially if rcs  rh), and the collimation shocks
may occur near the inner envelope radius rcs ∼ rin. In
this work, in order to discuss an optimistic case, we as-
sume that the collimation shock radius is large enough
that internal dissipation occurs at rem ∼ 3× 1014 cm.
3.2. Photon Field Modeling
For bright jetted TDEs such as Sw 1644, the jet’s non-
thermal spectrum, and therefore the target photons for
pγ interactions are readily available from observations.
Choked jets by definition have their photon fields hidden
from us. Thus, we must extrapolate their SEDs under
several assumptions.
In this work, we consider two emission regions. The
first is the internal shock site, which can occur near the
collimation shock. This scenario is an extrapolation of
the X-ray bright TDE jet scenario. In addition to non-
thermal photons produced inside the jet, we consider
thermal radiation fields provided by the external ma-
terial. The second is the termination shock, which ex-
ists around the jet head. This is unique to choked jet
models. However, if the shock is radiation-mediated, the
diffusive shock acceleration of cosmic-rays is inefficient
so that high-energy neutrino production is not expected
(Murase & Ioka 2013). In the TDE cases, both internal
and termination shocks are collisionless and radiation-
unmediated, so that one may expect efficient particle ac-
celeration, in principle, if choked jets exist. Note that
the meson production efficiency in such hidden cosmic-
ray accelerators is always high so that the system is re-
garded as calorimetric. Cosmic-ray acceleration does not
have to be located inside jets. One may consider disk-
driven winds as alternative cosmic-ray acceleration sites.
Also, observations suggested that outflows are likely to
have a complicated structure (Mimica et al. 2015).
In the internal shock scenario, the shock radius is as-
sumed to be rem = 3 × 1014 cm. We have two radi-
ation fields. One is thermal radiation from the enve-
lope, which has temperature of T = 105 K at this radius.
We checked that thermal radiation from the hot cocoon
is sub-dominant in our setup. However, for the radia-
tion from the optically-thick envelope, only a fraction of
fesc ≈ 1/τT ' 1.2 × 10−2 %−1in r−3in,13.5r214.5 can escape to
the optically-thin jet region (Murase & Ioka 2013). Tak-
ing into account that the thermal photon number density
is boosted by Γ in the jet comoving frame, the comoving
thermal photon density in the jet is
nthγ,is ≈ Γfesc16piζ(3)(kT/hc)3. (6)
For the non-thermal synchrotron spectrum, we again use
a template synchrotron spectrum of Sw 1644 to esti-
mate the target photon density in lower-luminosity jetted
TDEs (Burrows et al. 2011), assuming Epkγ ∝ L1/2γ r−1em .
Note that the synchrotron photons are produced by elec-
trons co-accelerated in the internal shocks and are not
significantly modified. See §2.
The second scenario is the termination shock scenario,
in which cosmic-rays are accelerated at the termination
shock caused by the cylindrical jet with Γcj ≈ θ−1j . Note
that, in the GRB case, this scenario does not work be-
cause the termination shock is radiation-mediated and
efficient particle acceleration would not occur. However,
in the TDE case, the shock is collisionless since the jet
density is small enough. The blackbody spectrum from
the jet head is estimated using the photon energy den-
sity Uγh ≈ L/(4piΓ2hr2hc) ' 84L44.5Γ−2h r−2h,15.5 erg cm−3
and the relationship Uγh = aT 4h , where the jet head tem-
perature is Th ' 1.0× 104 L1/4γ,44Γ−1/2h r−1/2h,15.5 K (Mészáros
& Waxman 2001; Razzaque et al. 2003). The jet head is
non-relativistic and Γh ∼ 1 (βh  1) is obtained. As-
suming the thickness of the jet head is ∆rh ≈ rh/Γcj ∼
0.1rh, the jet is found to be optically-thin with τh ≈
nhσT∆rh < 1, so we do not have to include the suppres-
sion factor in this estimate. The photon density is simply
4estimated to be nthγ,ts ≈ 16piζ(3)(kTh/hc)3. Note that the
circumnuclear envelope is still optically thick and man-
ages to absorb and scatter any γ-rays so the system is
hidden in γ-rays.
4. DETECTION OF NEUTRINOS FROM
INDIVIDUAL TDES
4.1. Semi-Analytic Method of Calculation
We evaluate the fraction of cosmic-rays accelerated in
TDE jets that undergo pγ interactions. For pγ interac-
tions, we use a parameterization of the pγ cross section
that has been used in the previous publications (e.g.,
Murase & Nagataki 2006a,b; Murase & Ioka 2013; Senno
et al. 2016), which utilizes the experimental cross sec-
tion data and Geant4 simulation package to treat multi-
pion production. However, contrary to the above pre-
vious works, we take a semi-analytical method rather
than calculate neutrino spectra by solving full kinetic
equations taking into account all relevant cooling pro-
cesses for pions, muons, and kaons, as well as neutrino
flavor mixing. This is because such a semi-analytical
method is faster and more useful for qualitative compar-
isons with the real data, especially when parameter scans
are necessary. Note that detailed numerical treatments
of pion and muon cooling can be important if the cooling
is strong, as often expected in choked jets (Murase & Ioka
2013; Senno et al. 2016), but our semi-analytical method
works reasonably well for TDE jets in which cooling ef-
fects are moderate.
As described above, an X-ray spectral template based
on observations of Sw 1644 is used to model the non-
thermal spectra from jetted TDEs (Burrows et al. 2011).
The fraction of cosmic-rays which produce neutrinos is
given by the ratio between the cooling and dynamic times
fpγ ≈ tdyn/tpγ , where tdyn ≈ rem/(Γc). The former de-
pends on the photohadronic cross section σpγ(ε¯) and the
TDE target photon spectra n (see §3.2), and we use
t−1pγ (εp) =
1
2
m2pc
3
ε2p
∫ ∞
εthmpc
2
2εp
dε
nε
ε2
∫ 2εpε
mpc2
εth
dε¯ ε¯κp(ε¯)σpγ(ε¯),
(7)
where ε¯ = εpε/mp (1 − cos θpγ) is the photon energy in
the CR rest frame and th ≈ 140 MeV is the threshold
energy for pγ interactions.
Our results for X-ray bright TDEs are shown in Fig.
2. For X-ray bright TDEs, interactions with synchrotron
photons are dominant. The physical setup is similar to
X-ray flares of GRBs, as pointed out by Wang et al.
(2011). For a photon spectrum given by nε ∝ ε−β , the
efficiency is fpγ ∝ εβ−1p . Below the peak in εLε, the
synchrotron spectrum has a spectrum of β ∼ 1.5, and it
has a break at εb(< εpk) (where the photon number be-
comes the maximum). Around the cosmic-ray energy of
interest – εbp ≈ 1.6× 106(0.1 keV/εb) GeV corresponding
to the break photon energy of the TDE photon number
density – the photomeson production efficiency which is
estimated to be (Murase & Nagataki 2006b)
fpγ ∼ 1Lmax,48(Eb/0.01Epk)
0.5
rem,14.5Γ21(Eb/1 keV)
(
εp
εbp
)β−1
, (8)
where an additional factor of 2-3 enhancement due to
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Fig. 2.— Cooling timescales for visible TDEs as a function of
parent cosmic-ray energy in the plasma rest frame of the jet. The
cooling timescales were calculated in the high state, in which an
isotropic X-ray luminosity L[0.3,10 keV] = 1048 erg/s and ξB = 1
are assumed, with rem = 3×1014 cm and Γ = 10. The acceleration
timescale is also shown. Note that fpγ is enhanced by a factor of
10 during thigh.
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Fig. 3.— The same as Fig. 2, but for the choked TDE jet with
L = 1044.5 erg/s and ξB = 1 in the internal shock scenario, with
rem = 3 × 1014 cm and Γ = 10. The temperature of the external
field is set to T = 105 K, and the escape fraction is included.
multi-pion production is included. This is in agreement
with our numerical results, taking into account the dif-
ference between a log parabolic function and power law
(See Fig 2).
Our results for TDEs with choked jets are also shown in
Figs. 3 and 4, where low-power jets with L = 1044.5 erg/s
are assumed. The thermal radiation is relevant in both
scenarios. In the internal shock scenario, we have
fpγ ∼ 80 %−1in r−3in,13.5r314.5T 35 Γ1, (9)
which is again consistent with our numerical result shown
in Fig. 3. Note that for the luminosity regime relevant for
producing a choked jet, the non-thermal spectrum peaks
at frequencies 1014 Hz . ε/h . 3 × 1015 Hz, leading to
pγ energy conversion at energies εp & 10 PeV − 300PeV.
However, non-thermal contributions are smaller than
thermal contributions in our case. Note that we do not
consider pp interactions. In the internal shock scenario,
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Fig. 4.— The same as Fig. 2, but for the choked TDE jet with
L = 1044.5 erg/s and ξB = 1 in the termination shock scenario,
with rh = 3 × 1015 cm and Γh = 1. The temperature of the jet
head is Th = 104 K.
cosmic-rays may lose their energies via adiabatic cooling
before they reach the dense material. (However, cosmic-
rays accelerated at collimation shocks may experience
subsequent inelastic pp collisions without significant adi-
abatic losses (Murase & Ioka 2013).) In the termination
shock scenario, cosmic-rays may cause pp interactions,
but the pp efficiency is typically small at ∼ rh.
Using our results on fpγ , we can estimate neutrino
fluxes from a single TDE event. For a flat energy spec-
trum with εpLεp ∝ const., we have
ενLεν ≈
3
8
min[1, fpγ(εp)]fsupεpLεp |εp
≈ 3
8
min[1, fpγ(εp)]fsup
Lcr
ln(εmaxp /ε
min
p )
, (10)
where fsup is the suppression factor due to meson and
muon cooling (see below). The observed neutrino energy
is therefore related to the jet comoving proton energy
for a TDE located at a redshift z with bulk Lorentz
factor Γ, εp ≈ 20(1 + z)Eν/Γ. The baryon loading
parameter ξcr ≡ Lcr/Lγ is the ratio of the amount of
TDE jet luminosity in protons and high-energy photons
(Murase & Nagataki 2006a). We assume that it has
ξcr ∼ p/e ∼ 1 − 100, which is typically required for
GRBs and blazars to explain UHECRs. Strictly speak-
ing, its definition depends on the photon energy band and
SED. For Sw 1644, we also define ξ˜cr ≡ Lcr/L[0.3,10 keV].
High-energy neutrino spectra can be modified when
mesons and muons cool before they decay. In this work,
we semi-analytically take into account the meson sup-
pression factor, which can be approximated to be
fsup(εpi) =
t−1dec−pi
t−1dec−pi + t
−1
syn−pi + t
−1
IC−pi + t
−1
ad
, (11)
where tdec−pi is the pion lifetime, tIC−pi is the pion
inverse-Compton cooling time, and tsyn is the pion syn-
chrotron cooling timescale. For example, tsyn−pi is given
by
t−1syn−pi(εpi) =
4
3
σT
m2e
m4pi c
3
UB εpi, (12)
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Fig. 5.— Muon neutrino fluence for our canonical values for
an X-ray bright TDE at z ≈ 0.3. The cosmic-ray energy input is
Ecr = ξcrLγtdur = 17 × 1053 erg with ξcr = 1 (thick) and ξcr = 3
(thin). Note that in our model Sw 1644 is more energetic by a factor
of 2, and would have been marginally detectable with ξcr & 20.
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Fig. 6.— Muon neutrino fluence for our canonical values for
an X-ray dark TDE with choked jets at z = 0.3. Neutrino con-
tributions come from the internal shock emission region (IS) and
the terminal shock region (TS), where the jet head stalls. The
cosmic-ray energy input is Ecr = pLtdur = 1050.5 erg.
where εpi ≈ 0.2εp is the pion energy in the plasma co-
moving frame. Synchrotron cooling is important for pi-
ons with energy εpi & 16 PeV ξ−1/2B L
−1/2
γ,pk,48 rem,14.5Γ1.
Each neutrino produced through pion decay has an av-
erage energy εν ≈ (1/4) εpi, meaning that the spectral
break due pion synchrotron cooling occurs at observed
neutrino energies Eν & 40 PeV. Burrows et al. (2011)
concluded that TDE jets contain a large amount of tur-
bulent magnetic field energy. For high magnetic fields,
the charged decay products of pγ interactions will cool
before decaying if tsyn . tdec, resulting in a cooling break
in the final neutrino spectrum. Our results on neutrino
fluences are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, and the results agree
with analytical expectations based on the evaluation of
fpγ .
4.2. Constraints on Neutrinos from Sw 1644 and
Detection Prospects
Among the three cases, the X-ray bright TDE jet is of
particular interest since we can expect a time and space-
6coincidence. The three jetted TDE candidates occurred
during 2011 while the IC detector was fully operational
with a total of 86 strings. Furthermore, two events in-
cluding Sw1644 located at z ' 0.354 occurred above
Earth’s northern hemisphere, and would ,therefore, be
seen by IC as up going neutrinos utilizing ICs larger ef-
fective area for up going track events. Using our model
of the neutrino flux from visible TDEs combined with
the effective area of IC, we discuss constraints on the
detectability of the jetted TDE candidate Sw 1644.
The neutrino fluence (per flavor) for a single TDE is:
Fνµ ∼0.5× 10−4 erg cm−2
(
ξ˜cr
40
) (
min[1, fpγ ]
0.5
)
×
(
Lγ,pkths
2× 1053 erg
) (
dL
2 Gpc
)−2
. (13)
Using the IceCube effective area, we estimate that a sig-
nal neutrino could be detected from a fluence of Fνµ ∼
10−4 erg cm−2. For Sw 1644, a naive estimate implies
that Lpk0.3,10 keVthigh = 2×1053 erg and ξ˜cr & 80 lead to a
marginally detectable event, given that nbkg ≈ 10−4 at-
mospheric background neutrino events are expected from
the same region of the sky with ε˜νµ & 104 p.e.u. (Here
the neutrino counts are binned in proxy energy units
(p.e.u) related to the total electromagnetic energy ob-
served by IC optical sensors.) Our results are also consis-
tent with Wang et al. (2011). Comparing the calculated
number with the number observed in the IC sample of
up going muon neutrino events allows us to place upper
limits on ξcr. More quantitatively, one needs to take into
account the effect of neutrino attenuation in the Earth.
Also, the neutrino spectrum of Sw 1644 is harder than
a simple E−2ν spectrum so that the expected number of
muon events is smaller.
From that fact that no neutrino events were observed
from the relevant part of the sky, we can set a limit of
ξ˜cr . 100− 250 (or ξcr . 20− 50) With this upper limit,
our model predicts that Sw 1644 would have produced a
neutrino detection if it was located at redshift z ∼ 0.2 for
ξcr ∼ 10. The local rate of X-ray bright TDEs with peak
luminosity Lγ,pk & 1048 erg/s and Lγ,pk & 1047 erg/s are
ρ0 ∼ 0.03 Gpc−3 yr−1 and ρ0 ∼ 0.3 Gpc−3 yr−1, respec-
tively. This implies that a TDE with that luminosity or
higher occurs within z = 0.1 once every 10-100 years.
Stacking searches can be more powerful. With X-ray
sky monitors with ultimate sensitivities, which can de-
tect TDEs up to z ∼ 1, the detection rate by IceCube
could be improved to ∼ 0.1− 1 yr−1.
5. DIFFUSE NEUTRINO INTENSITY
We calculate the diffuse flux from jetted TDEs. The
Eddington luminosity of a 106M SMBH is LEdd,BH ∼
1044MBH,6 erg s
−1. The corresponding isotropic equiva-
lent jet luminosity is L ∼ 2× 1046θ−2j,−1 erg s−1. One can
calculate the diffuse neutrino flux from “visible" (i.e., not
choked) jetted TDEs (e.g., Sw 1644) by integrating lumi-
nosities for 1044.5 erg s−1 < Lγ < 1049.5 erg s−1. In this
work, we allow Lγ < 1046 erg s−1 to consider a maximum
contribution, but this does not change our results for the
luminosity function we use. We consider choked jet con-
tributions by extrapolating the luminosity function down
to Lγ < 1044.5 erg s−1, which can be choked by a 0.5M
material with a radius of rout ∼ 3× 1015 cm (See § IIA).
One of the important predictions for TDEs is that
they typically have a negative or weak evolution. We
use the following TDE redshift evolution function (Sun
et al. 2015),
fTDE(z) =
[
(1 + z)0.2η +
(
1 + z
1.43
)−3.2η
+
(
1 + z
2.66
)−7.0η] 1η
(14)
with η = −2. Note that this redshift distribution peaks
for z ≈ 0, whereas the usual star-formation rate and
GRB rate tend to peak around z ∼ 1 − 3, leading to
larger values of ξz .
The individual neutrino fluxes are then integrated
over redshift and isotropic equivalent luminosity (Murase
et al. 2014)
Φν =
c
4piH0
∫ zmax
zmin
dz
∫ Lmax
Lmin
dLγ
× dρTDE(z, Lγ)/dLγ√
ΩM (1 + z)3 + ΩΛ
LE′ν (Lγ)
E′ν
teng, (15)
where dρTDEdLγ = ρ0f(z)ΛTDE(Lγ). Although observa-
tional uncertainties are large at present, both conven-
tional (i.e. non-jetted) and Swift X-ray TDEs appear to
share a luminosity function over seven orders of magni-
tude in observed peak luminosity with
ΛTDE(Lγ) ∝
(
Lγ,pk
Lm,pk
)−α
, (16)
Lm,pk = 10
48 erg s−1, and α = 2.0 ± 0.05 (Sun et al.
2015). Eq. 16 is derived using the peak X-ray luminosity
of an event, whereas we take Lγ to be the average lumi-
nosity over the initial ∼ 106 s of a jetted TDE. Again
using observations of SW 1644, we assume the rough re-
lationship Lγ,pk ' 12Lγ (compare the maximum and
median X-ray luminosity of SW 1644 in Supplementary
Table 7 of Burrows et al. (2011)).
Using tpγ(εp, Lγ,pk) (see Eq. 7), we integrate Eq. 15
and show the results of the diffuse neutrino flux from
visible and choked-jet TDEs in Fig. 7. The results can
be understood by virtue of analytical estimates. The
all flavor diffuse flux of neutrinos from extragalactically
distributed sources can be estimated from the amount of
cosmic-ray energy released per burst Ecr = ξcrEγ and the
local rate of such explosions ρ0 as
E2νΦν ≈
3
8
c
4pi
tHξz min[1, fpγ ]fsupfcho
Ecr
C ρ0
∼1× 10−9 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1 min[1, fpγ ]fsup
× fchoξcr,0.5Eγ,53.8(ρ0/0.1 Gpc−3 yr−1)(ξz/0.5) (17)
where fcho(≥ 1) is the enhancement factor (for energy
budgets) due to the existence of choked jets (Murase &
Ioka 2013). We assume the Hubble time tH ∼ 13.7 Gyrs,
a red-shift correction factor ξz . 0.6 since most TDE
are located at low redshift (See Eq. 14). The amount of
cosmic-ray energy released from a TDE, approximated by
εpQεp ∼ tengLcr/C. The factor C = ln(εp,max/εp,min) ∼
7Fig. 7.— Contributions to the diffuse neutrino background due
to pγ interactions from X-ray bright visible jets and possible choked
jets. For successful jets leading to X-ray bright TDEs, the cosmic-
ray luminosity is given by ξcr = Lcr/Lγ = 1− 3. For choked jets,
the internal shock and termination shock scenarios are considered,
and the cosmic-ray luminosity is assumed to be comparable to the
total luminosity L. For the diffuse neutrino data, we use the muon
neutrino data obtained by IceCube with the multiplication by a
factor of 3 (IceCube Collaboration et al. 2016b).
20 converts the total bolometric cosmic-ray energy into
the cosmic-ray energy per logarithmic energy interval
which is generally what is expressed for the diffuse neu-
trino flux. The rate of TDEs is expressed in terms of
the local TDE rate ρ0 = 0.03+0.04−0.02 Gpc
−3 yr−1 for events
with peak luminosity greater than Lm = 1048 erg/s, and
a luminosity function ρ0f(z)ΛTDE(Lγ) ≡ ρTDEdLγ ∝ L−αγ
(See Eq. 16). As a result, the TDE rates above Lγ ∼
1046 erg/s and Lγ ∼ 1046.5 erg/s are ρ0 ∼ 0.3 Gpc−3 yr−1
and ρ0 ∼ 0.1 Gpc−3 yr−1, respectively.
For our luminosity function with α = 2, the energy
generation rate of visible jets and choked jets are similar.
Thus, the maximum enhancement factor is fcho cannot
be as large as ∼ 10 − 1000. Thus, the neutrino flux
from choked jets is comparable to that of visible jets and
IceCube’s neutrino flux cannot be explained. However,
the luminosity function is uncertain. If the luminosity
function is significantly steeper than the one we use and
almost all TDEs have choked jets, fcho could be as large
as ∼ 100−1000. With such a bit extreme assumption, it
is possible for them to significantly contribute the diffuse
neutrino flux.
The calculated fluxes are significant, but below the ob-
served diffuse flux of IC neutrinos (IceCube Collabora-
tion et al. 2016b), even with optimistic parameters. We
have other constraints from multiplet searches. Using
the absence of significant clustering in the 6 or 7 year
data of IceCube, Murase & Waxman (2016) obtained
neff0 & 1.1× 10−7 Mpc−3 q2L
(
ξz
3
)−3
F−3lim,−9
(
∆Ω
2pi
)2
.
(18)
By replacing n0 with ρ0t3dur/T
2
IC, the above result is read-
ily rewritten as
ρeff0 & 1.7× 103 Gpc−3 yr−1
q2L(∆Ω/2pi)
2
(TIC/6 yr)
2
ξ3zF
3
lim,−6.9t
3
dur,6
.
(19)
For TDEs with teng ∼ 106 s, we have used the sensitivity
Flim ∼ 10−7 GeV cm−2 s−1. Note that the above limit is
weaker by a factor for hard spectra (Murase & Waxman
2016), but we can conclude that it is very unlikely that X-
ray bright TDEs are the sources of IceCube’s neutrinos.
X-ray bright TDEs with the local rate of visible TDEs
ρ0 ∼ 0.1 Gpc−3 yr−1 can give . 5 − 10% of the diffuse
neutrino flux, which is consistent with our diffuse flux
calculations. In other words, ξcr & 100 is unlikely. How-
ever, in principle, X-ray dim TDEs with choked jets can
avoid this constraint by achieving fcho  1 ‡‡. The lu-
minosity function should be different from that obtained
by Sun et al. (2015); that is, α & 3.2− 4.0 is required.
X-ray bright TDEs are also expected to be γ-ray dim.
While GeV-TeV γ-rays are expected from pγ interac-
tions, they are attenuated by the X-rays that are the
target photons for cosmic-ray interactions. The γ-ray
optical depth in X-ray bright sources can be related to
the fraction of cosmic-rays that undergo pγ interactions,
τγγ ∼ σγγ/(κpσpγ) fpγ ∼ 1000 fpγ (Murase et al. 2016).
From Fig. 2 we see that fpγ ∼ 0.1 for εp & 10 TeV.
Since ε/εp ∼ m2ec2/(0.15 GeV mp), X-ray bright TDEs
are opaque to γ-rays with energies Eγ & 10− 100 MeV,
which is consistent with Burrows et al. (2011).
6. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
We studied different possibilities of high-energy neu-
trino production inside TDE jets. Sw 1644 is the clos-
est and brightest jetted TDE candidate, and the non-
detection would give us a limit on the cosmic-ray load-
ing factor, ξcr . 20−50. If Sw 1644 had occurred within
z ∼ 0.1 − 0.2, it would have produced a definitive neu-
trino detection. Since such a bright TDE only occurs
once every 10-100 years within that distance, the as-
sociation of X-ray bright TDEs with neutrinos will re-
quire aggregate neutrino coincidence searches such as
stacking analyses. If we have X-ray all-sky monitors
with ultimate sensitivities allowing us to see TDEs up
to z ∼ 1, IceCube may detect neutrino signals from
TDEs, with 0.1 − 1 yr−1. But new X-ray satellites
with a wide field of view and a sensitivity of Flim ∼
5×10−11 erg cm−2 s−1 Lγ,pk,48(dL/6.6 Gpc)−2 would be
necessary for efficient searches of high-energy neutrinos
from jetted TDEs. With IceCube-Gen2 (Aartsen et al.
2014), our results imply that it is possible to detect the
brightest TDE events such as Sw 1644.
The method we use to determine the limit on the neu-
trino brightness of Sw 1644 can be applied to other non-
γ-ray bright sources (e.g., Type Ibc SNe), assuming that
a consistent model of the broadband electromagnetic and
neutrino emission is formulated. It is also important to
determine the duration of the neutrino emission, and any
time delays between photon and neutrino arrival times
since this affects the background rate of IC neutrinos.
Understanding the size of the signal time interval also
affects the energy limit in the search. For example, us-
ing one year of IC data required a cut at ε˜νµ & 104
p.e.u, while a time window of 106 s around the triggering
time of Sw 1644 would lower the atmospheric background
‡‡ For choked ultra-long (or low-luminosity) GRB jets with α =
2.3, fcho & 2 − 3 (or fcho & 1) can avoid constraints thanks to
larger ξz as long as cosmic-rays can be accelerated.
8rate of neutrinos and lead to a lower energy threshold of
ε˜νµ & 103 p.e.u. Future searches of γ-ray dim transient
sources (i.e., sources other than GRBs and Blazar flares)
will require an optimization of the threshold energy and
time interval search size.
We also found that the flux and spectral index of
the diffuse neutrino flux from electromagnetically bright
TDEs are typically sub-dominant as an origin of Ice-
Cube’s neutrino flux, but could be significant at very
high energies (Eν & 1 PeV). As in γ-ray bursts (Busta-
mante et al. 2015) and X-ray flares in GRB afterglows
(Murase & Nagataki 2006b), neutrinos flares associated
with TDEs, which may have 10−9 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1,
are interesting targets for next-generation neutrino tele-
scopes that are suitable for extremely high-energies, such
as IceCube-Gen2 (Aartsen et al. 2014), Askaryan Radio
Array (Allison et al. 2012), ExaVolt Antenna (Gorham
et al. 2011), and Giant Radio Array for Neutrino Detec-
tion (Martineau-Huynh et al. 2016).
We discuss possible contributions made by TDEs with
choked jets. Although this scenario is still speculative,
we found that the magnitude of the diffuse neutrino flux
expected from choked jet TDEs is typically low to be
compatible with IC measurements. However, we cau-
tion that our estimate is based on the large extrapolation
of the luminosity function. The luminosity function ob-
tained by Sun et al. (2015), ΛTDE(Lγ) ∝ L−2γ , all TDEs
with different luminosities contribute approximately the
same amount to the diffuse cosmic-ray flux. The neu-
trino flux is dominated by TDEs with fpγ & 1. The situ-
ation is different from other classes of choked jet objects
(e.g., Murase & Ioka 2013; Senno et al. 2016, for low-
power GRBs) that have been found to be more efficient
neutrino producers. For example, low-luminosity GRBs
have ΛLLGRB ∝ L−2.3±0.2γ so that the lowest-luminosity
events largely contribute to the diffuse neutrino flux. Be-
cause of large uncertainty, it would be possible to assume
steeper values of α, and then one could increase the con-
tributions from choked jets. A steep luminosity function
leading to fcho ∼ 100 − 1000 would be required to ex-
plain the IceCube data. Besides this issue, the setup ex-
pressed by Eq. (2) should be tested by observations. For
example, the radio emission is useful to probe densities of
the circumnuclear material around a SMBH (Generozov
et al. 2017). Also, how sub-Eddington luminosity jets
are launched by spinning BHs should be justified.
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